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ABSTRACT

This is the Final rechnical Report on the theoretical and experimental
properties of impurity ions In crystal lattices. The electron paramagnetic
resonance experiments on Re" in K2 PtCle, Cd+ 2 in CdS, Ag+2 in NaF and Cu+2

in LiF are discussed. In addition the results for the electron paramagnetic
resonance of SO are given along with a preparation of single crystals of CdO.
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I. RHENIUM (+4) IN AN OCTAHEIRAL CUBIC E[ZCTRIC FIELD.

Since 1959 when B. Bleaney published a paper ( I ) on the paramagnetic

resonance of quartet states and their use as masers, there has been considerable

interest in materials which might have the proper ground state. The attempts to

find quartets have been almost completely unsuccessful because of the require-

ment that they can occur only in cubic electric fields. Jahn-Teller distortions

generally prevent pure cubic fields from existing about an ion with more than

two fold degeneracy in its ground state.

It appeared that Re +4 in a single crystal of KPtCls might possibly

have a quartet state lowest and for this reason, crystals were grown with con-

centrations of Re+4 ranging from 0.1 to 5%. Electron paramagnetic resonance

measurements were carried out and a theoretical analysis was performed.

The work described is essentially that of the Ph.D. Thesis of Mr. Ronald

Rahn which will be submitted during the Spring of 1963 to the Faculty of Brandeis

University. The work has been briefly described in a note to the Journal of

Chemical Physics, and a more complete description will be given later in a Journal.

A. THE CONFIGURATION (F Rea'.

Rhenium has an electronic configuration of 5d 3 in the +4 oxidation state.

It is therefore expected that the radical wave function will have a large

spacial extent and that the spin orbit interaction will be large.

B. THE CRISTAL FIELD.

In a cubic octahedral environment, d wavefunctions have some degeneracy

removed. A three-fold degenerate state consisting of the functions which trans-

form like xy, yz, and zx is lower and a doublet consisting of the functions

Manuscript released by the author April 20, 1963 for publication as an ARL
Technical Documentary Report.
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3z -r 2 and x -y is higher. Pictorially this is seen to arise because the triplet

functions correspond to d electrons being in orbits which minimize the electro-

static repulsion between the electrons and the ligands. The situation is diagramed

in Figure I.1

Figure 1.1

The doublet is frequently called the e orbital and the triplet the t2g orbital.

The three 5d electrons of Re 4 will distribute themselves in the t2g orbital

because the energy difference between t2g and e is -- 10 cm-1. It may be shown(2)

that if just the t2g orbitals, namely xy, yz and zx are considered, there is an

isomorphism between terms arising from a pn configuration and a t configuration.2g

The isomorphism is complete if the angular momentum operator, L in the p' con-

figuration is replaced by -L. That is, if L5 operates on a t2g configuration, it

has the same matrix as -L z operating on a pn configuration.

The advantage of working with a pn configuration is that it is easy to cal-

culate the terms which arise. For instance, for Re + 4, we consider a t3 configura-
2g

tion which is iscmorphous with a p3 configuration. A p3 configuration gives rise

to a 4SP a 2aD ad a 2p ate with the quartet S state lowest by Hund's rules. It

is this quartet with which we will be concerned.

C. GROUP THEORY.

An analysis of group theory tables shows that only in the cubic group can a

four fold degenerate representation arise. For groups with lower symmetry, the

highest degeneracy is two-fold. It is easy to see that "good" cubic environments

are necessary to observe quartets.
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The four-fold degenerate representation is called in the Bethe notation, 18

Since we are interested in a Hamiltonian which is invarient under the operations

of the cubic group and transforms like r" (i.e., S.H in a Zeeman term which

transforms like a scaler). We must examine the direct product:

to obtain the number of times 1, is contained therein. It is found that [ is

contained twice, and therefore by Schur's Lemma, there must be at most two terrs

in the Hamiltonian.

D. THE SPIN-HAMILTCOIAN.

From the group theory it is seen that a two term Hamiltonian which transforms

like 7, will adequately describe the Zeeman splitting of a 'L state. Certainly

a term of the form H' - g p H.S has the proper symmetry. It is only necessary

to find other polynomials in S which have the same transformation properties as S

in 0 to obtain the second term. Since 3 transforms like ( , the polynomials

must also transfer like r . The operator equivalents to these polynomials are

given by Griffith(2 ) and are:

S3 - 1/15 (S.H)(3S2 - 1) which transforms like S

S3 - 1/15 (SH)(3 2  - 1) S
y y

S3 - 1/15 (SH)(3S2 - 1) " S

The Hamiltonian is therefore,

H. HxSx3  3 + H S 1 1/5 S - -IHe - g + u1"SHy 3 y z z '15 "S.W - "I

The parameters g and u are determined by experiment. The first term has full

spherical symmetry while the second term reduces the sy rJetry to cubic. It may

be anticipated that the energy is therefore anisotropic because of the term in -.

Re1 85 and Re187 both have nuclei with approximately equal magnetic moments

and nuclear spins of 5/2. Therefore the Hamiltonian of Equation 1.1 is compli-
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cated by the interaction of the electron spin with the nuclear spin. Since

the nuclear spin, I, has the same transformation properties as H or S, that is

it transforms like , the nuclear spin-electron spin Hamiltonian may be quickly

written as,

H A I * U [I S +I S3+ I S3 _ 115 (17)DS~2 -111(1.2)

which must be added to Equation 1.1. Terms higher than lst power of I have been

ignored because the coefficients will be extremely small.

In general, the total Hamiltonian will not be diagonal in H except for the

case where H - k H z . Since the term in g is expected to be the largest, it is

of help to rotate the Hamiltonian consisting of He + Hn - Ht so that in the new

coordinate system H.S is always diagonal.

R. R(TATICK MATRIX.

To rotate an irreducible tensor, Tm it is only necessary to calculate the

rotation matrices of the full rotation group D:?a (o'pb) where o(, p and a

are the Euler angles describing the rotatio, of the coordinate system. The rotated

Hamiltonian is then

1Pt- 7* - TnIm(0PY)7: 13
t n M, mum(ir 13

It remains to express HT a He + Hn in terms of irreducible tensors, Tn. This is

most easily done by the use of tables given by Griffith(2) in his Appendix 19.

The Hamiltonian becomes:

H - g H.S. ~ + HT1  H HTl)

rHT 3 (S) H+ (5/ T3-(S)+ 3/8' T31

1
+e Hn f5oun8T3 (S) + f3/8 Th

+ identical terms found by replacing Hi with I and substitutior of the equivalent
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irreducible tensor expression. (I.4)

where T1
1 (S)- S+, T0 (S) - S , Ti.(S) S-

T3(S) -- iS + T_3(S) . 1Ls 3
3 , f -

T 2 3(S)- 3- S + 2 (1+S T_2 3(S)- 74 s. 2 (1+s,)

3  [3 3/2 s2
T (S)" S. [3- E2 4S s21Tl 3- 312 S2 _1

T. 3 (S) - s - - - -1 ,
T 0 (S)" -F -1s ES + S Z

and tensors in I and H have %e same form.

The rotation matrix elements are given in Table .l. Upon transformation

through the angles ~oC 7T/ 4, P- , V - - 7r/4, the Hamiltonian has the form:

H-g + A(IzSz + 1/2 (I S+ + I S )) (1.5)

* 5 [,p +UIz) +FUI+ - F 3 UI] S+ 3

* 5 [ Hz + UIz )+ F2UI. + F3 UI+] S 3

+ 30 [F4 (,M Hz + UIz) + F5 UI+ - FeUI I S 2 (1 + S Z)

* 30 [F4(9P HZ + UIz) + FsUI_ + F.UI j S.2(1 - S )

*•2 Hz , UIz) * FaUI. - FUI_] 3/232 * 15/2S + 15/2 S 2)

H UI) - FSUI - *FqUI.+ S (3-3/23 2 - 15/2S + 15/2 S

+ fo(,y Hz + UIz) + F11U(I++ I_) ] E-53 - a52S] S 7

where

F, - 2 coo uin 0(0 sine + 2) FT - 10 ca 2i (3CS 1)

Fa - ( cos, - 1)(cos$ - 3) F8 - 5F

F3 - Sin 2  0 COB~ 2-_1) F9 - -1 - 10 Co 2 +15 cos4

F4 - 2F3 Floi- 8(l -15 sin 2  + 15/4. sins P

F5 -a 1/2 F] F1 a 5FS

F- sin cos (3 os, - 1)
5



The eigen values for S - 3/2 and I 5/2 are to 1st order:

- g HK + 4 Flok3 H(M3 - i/4 M) (I.6)

+ AMsm + i F1 o Um(5M3 - i/A M)

Complete second and higher order perturbation calculations are only practical

for specific values of p , namely when H is parallel to the following axes of the

crystal: (111), (100) and (110). For H (111) the second order correction is:

A+M)(5/2 - M)(512 - (7/2 + '.20. ( /22 g H + A(M - m -1)

(1.7)

+7 52)] 2 3/2 - M)(5/2 + M)(512 + m)(7i2 - m)2[ 20 e Mg H+ A(- +m-l)

Higher order perturbations become more complex and are not given in this report.

F. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.

Single crystals of KaPtCl were grown containing 0.1, 0.3, 1.0 and 5.0% of

Re+4 . K2PtC1 e is a face-centered cubic lattice with ao - 9.755 A. The isoorphous

K2 PtCl e has a cell constant of 9.842 A. Each transition metal ion is surrounded

by six chloride ions arranged at the corners of an octahedron with the metal ion

in the center. Each PtClew is surrounded by eight potassium ions arranged at the

corners of a cube. Thus to a good approximation, a Re+L ion " sees" a cubic elec-

tric field.

G. THE PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE RESULTS.

Paramagnetic resonance experiments were made on single crystals of K2PtCIl

containing 0.5% Re+" . No resonance was observed except at temperatures of the

boiling point of liquid helium and below. Measurements were made at microwave

frequencies of lOGc., 2WGc. and 35Gc. Detection was accomplished with a IX Yc

modulation system.

The angular variation, 3 , for the electron resonance as a function of
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magnetic field is shown in Figures I.1 and 1.2 for 1OGc. and 24Gc. Lines corres-

ponding to 6 M - 1 and Am - o transitions are clearly visible at either fre-

quency. The lines corresponding toAM - + 1 and Am 1- 1 and Am = 2 are

broad and at some angles not distinguishable.

The experimental results for A = - 1, A m - o transitions are found using

the eigenvalues of Equations 1.6 and 1.7 to be:

Wavelength g u A(cm- I ) Q (cm " )

3 cm 1.8124 -8.1 x 10-3 3.94 x 10 - 2  -3.2 x 10 - 3

1 cm 1.8151 -13.0 x 10 - 3  3.93 x 10 - 2 -3.8 x 10 - 3

8 R. 1.8?hO -13.0 x 10 - 3  3.97 x 10 - 2  -3.9 x 10 - 3

average 1.8138 -11.4 x 10 - 3  3.95 x 10 - 2 -3.6 x 10 - 3

From the 8 M - - 1, A m - 1 1 transitions a value for the nuclear quadrupole

coupling should be obtainable. However because of the broadness of the lines,

the uncertainty in the peak positions is approximately the size of the effect. If

the quadrupole term is written as P(Iz 2 
- 1/3 1(1 + 1)) the value of P seems to be

approximately 2 x 10-4 cm"1 .

Using the determined parameters, an energy level diagram was constructed for

the case where H is parallel to the (111) axis for values of H from 0 to 15,000 gauss.

This diagram is shown in Figure 1.3, which clearly indicates that transitions of less

than 10,000 Nc/s will occur in a complicated region of the spectrum. Broad transi-

tions were observed at field of about 700 to 2000 gauss at a frequency of 10,000 Mc/s.

These lines are due to + 3/2 to ; 1/2 transitions. At the present time, they

cannot be unambiguously identified for particular transitions.

H. DISCUSSIC CIF PARAMERiS.

In 1961 J. C. Eisenstein published a study of the magnetic and optical absorp-

tion spectrum of K2PtCl ( 3 ) . His approach was to explain the optical spectrum and

magnetic susceptibility by a description of the Re+4 ion in terms of a set of

7
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parameters which includes the strength of the octahedral ligand field, the Coulomb

integrals, the spin-orbit coupling constant and orbital reduction factors. He

gave the complete 9 x 9, 9 x 9 and 21 x 21 matrices which he diagonalized by

means of machine computer techniques to obtain agreement with the optical spectrum.

If Eisenstein used his values of the crystal field energy (-33,500 cm "1 ) and

the spin orbit coupling constant (-2300 cm 1 ), an expression for the magnetic

moment matrix elements for the levels belonging to the ground state r level was

calculated using instead of 0 (L + 2S).H, a reduced orbital angular momentum mg-

netic moment operator p (kL + 2S)'H. His results are:

KDIAuz1 D - 0.96858 - o.12374(K K, )1 /2 - 0.01288K(

(C AI C' - 2.90017 - 0.25507(KIK) 1 /2 - 0.03268K6

where D belongs to M - t 3/2 and C to t 1/2. If we use the spin-Hamiltonian of

Equation I.1 we can calculate g and u in terms of the orbital reduction factors.

The expressions are:

g - 1.93382 - 0.17779(KrK6) 1 /2 - 0.02138K6

u - 0.001856 + 0.03875(KYKe)11 2 
- 0.00199K z

If we substitute K- a K6 - 0.600, the values of g and u are 1.8143 and +0.0202 res-

pectively.

The agreement of the g value calculation with the measured g value supports

the interpretation of Eisenstein. Unfortunately, the sign of the u parameter is

opposite the measured value.

McGarvey ( 4 ) and Eisenstein have suggested that a small axial component of the

electric field may exist. McGarvey has calculated this contribution to resonance

field of the -1/2 to + 1/2 transitions and finds that it has the same angular de-

pendence as u but opposite sign. The contribution to u is:

- 1/2 ( D/g AH)
2
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and should be frequency dependent. The measured values of u are found to be

essentially constant and even the variation is opposite to that expected on the

bases of Mcarvey's calculation. However if the value of a arises from a D term,

D will be about 0.05 cm1 . More work needs to be dons on the interpretation of

the measured data.
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Table I.1

3 21

3 ~<s41 3  -(6) 112(1 2 (15) 1/2(coa +l)(sin, )2

2 6) 1/2 si (o +)2 1 co +)2 Ocol2) 4o) 112 si
2 ~ ~ ~ t siO cs 1 {o~+)(cs 2 cos -W)cos , +1)

1 ) (coa -1) -1 2

0 sin 3m ( 0) ( inM Cos( siQ(5i

di,( ()-l()UD d ,~
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II. INVESTIGATION OF SUUFUR MONOXIDE.

The electron paramagnetic resonance of 30 radical is currently under in-

vestigation.

Whereas the emission band spectrum of this molecule has been know for

many years, only recently has the absorption spectrum been measured by flash pho-

tolysis ( 8 ) . It is found that upon flashing SO2 the absorption spectrum of the

parent molecule temporarily disappears and that the absorption spectrum of SO ap-

pears with a duration of several milliseconds.

By using a high conductance liquid nitrogen trap backed up by a large mech-

anical pump, a gas at low pressure can be pumped several cm in a millisecond. The

present work is an attempt to prepare SO by a microwave discharge of SO2 and to

pump the SO into a detection cavity to measure the electron paramagnetic resonance.

For this purpose a TEO,. rectangular discharge cavity resonating at 2450 Mc/sec

powered by a diathermy magnetron is connected to a TEO,, cylindrical X-band detec-

tion cavity by a 1 cm, quartz tube. At a pressure of 4 mm Hg with the discharge

cavity a few cm removed from the detection cavity, the afterglow extends beyond

the detection cavity.

Signals attributed to SO have been observed. The lines are of order 20 gauss

wide and of intensity about equal to that of the weakest lines observed in 0. by

(9)Tinkham and Strandberg )
. The magnetic field positions of these lines are given

as follows:

(kmc/sec) H, gauss) H2  F'

8.899 2763 LL98 579:

9.064 265L -- 5616

9.6ML6 2292 371--

9.837 2165 3511



The shift of the lines to lower field with increase in frequency indicated that

the levels involved in the transitions are converging with increasing field.

As outlined by Van Vleck (10) the effective Hamiltonian for a molecule in a

3 L electronic state in a given state v is:

H -B ,J( + 1) + S(S + 1) -JSI+2/3 ) (3sZ 2 _32 )+ K*S + (11.1)

The first three terms are due to rotation. The fourth term includes spin-spin

and spin-orbit interactions. The fifth term is the spin-rotation interaction. The

last term involves the interaction of the spin with an external magnetic field. It

is the fourth and fifth terms which give rise to the splitting of the triplet.

Matrix elements of the Hamiltonian II.1 are most easily obtained using Hund's

case a wave functions. In the absence of an external field the Hamiltonian is

diagonal in J and 5, but not in 7. The last term is off diagonal in J and S .

Diagonalization of the 3x3 matrix for given J, S = 1, =, 0, -1 yields in the

absence of the field Hund's case b energies. Henry (1 ) has brought in the off dia-

gonal elements for 02 by a second diagonalization of the resulting case b 3 Y 3

matrix for K - J + I, J, J - 1.

Tinkham and Strandberg (9 ) use the more elaborate Van Vleck transformation.

The question of which method to use in handling the off diagonal elements hinges

upon the magnitude of A. For large splitting second order perturbation theory is

quite adequate.

Whereas Martin performed a rotational analysis for 30, he was unable to ob-

tain X for the ground state. It is normally quite difficult to extract reliable

values of the splitting constants from 3 3 3r spectra. Recently Barrow1 2 ) has

obtained X- 11.69 cm- for S 2 and 4 1.43 cm- I for SeO. For 02, N l.98 cm "

Thus, for SO A - 5-7 cm"1 is a reasonable estimate.

At present Martin's data is being reexamined. Wave numbers of the lines of

the (1,6), (0,6), (0,7), (0,B), (0,9), (0,10) and '0,11) bands are given in

15



his Table I. The value of v" is increased by 2 over the original numbering as

necessitated by Norrish and Oldershaw' l (8) discovery of two lower bands.

In 7- Y systems the selection rules are K - - 1. K' - K" - +1, -1 transi-

tions constitute the R and P branches respectively. Each level characterized by

K is split into three levels, J + K + 1, K, K - 1, since J - K + S. The strongest

lines occur where 6 K - AJ. For given If' lines in both branches are given a

subscript designation 1, 2, 3 corresponding to X' - 10' + 1, If', ' - 1 respectively.

The gross features of Martin's analysis are certainly correct. His assign-

ment of K" is unquestioned. He madethe assignments R1 , R3 , Ra and similarly in the

P branch, for lines of given K" with decreasing wave number. The combination differ-

ences AaFi(K") - Ri(K" - 1) - Pi(K" + 1), i - 1, 2, 3 yield 62F3 (K") -2F 1 ("')

A2F2 ( ' ). This is indeed the situation in 0 a . However, from calculations on SO

using ) - 5.5 and 7 cm"1 it has been observed that AFi(K") ZAaF2(V')>AF 3 (K").

The larger X the greater is the difference. This behavior occurs in S3 .

If one makes the assignment in SO R1, R2, R3 and P3 , P2 , P1 the combination

differences lie in the right order. Further, 6AF2(1V ) is found to be independent

of X as predicted by the theory.

To date only the (0,6) band has been fully analyzed. It is planned to

promptly complete work on the other bands. The values of A and V will then be

fitted by computer calculation to A F2F and L2F3. The rotational constants and

splitting constants in both the upper and lower states can be obtained by this

method. Publication of a note concerning these results is anticipated.

The calculation of the energies and wave functions from the diagonalization

of the Hamiltonian over case a wave functions has been carried out on the

RPC 4000 computer for A - 5.5 and 7 cm"1 , J a 0 to 8. It appears that for most

transitions fields in excess of 10 Kgauss will be necessary to observe resonances

16



with X-band frequencies. These transitions at S-band lie at fields accessible

to the magnet with a 2.5 inch gap. An S-band cavity system is currently being

designed.

Identification of the already observed X-band lines is dependent upon ob-

taining ) from Martin's data. These lines appear not to be b K - 0, A J - 0

transitions as evidenced by the convergence with increased field.
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III. THE ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE CF Cr + 2 IN CdS SINGLE CRYSTALS.

A. INTRODUCTION.

The electron paramagnetic resonance of Cr + 2 in single crystals of cadmium

sulfide has been measured at the boiling point of liquid helium. Simultaneously

the same system was independently studied by T. Estle of Texas Instruments Com-

pany. The interpretations of the data are different and each has its difficulties.

We report here the interpretation that the Cr + 2 ions is an interstitial ion where-

as the other interpretation is that the Cr+2 ion is substitutionally located with

a small axial distortion.

+2
B. THE ENERGY LEVEL CF Cr

Chromium (+2) has the electron configuration of d which gives rise to a

Hund ground state, 5D. Under the influence of an octahedral cubic field this state

is split into an orbital triplet and a doublet with the doublet lowest. If the

cubic field arises from a tetrahedral charge distribution, the triplet is lowest.

Axial distortions along the cubic axes of the octahedral charge distribution remove

the remaining degeneracy and an orbital singlet lies lowest. The ground state has

five-fold spin degeneracy which is removed by spin-orbit interaction with higher

states. Paramagnetic resonance if it is to be observed will occur among these

states. However since there is an even number of electrons, the lowest spin state

may also be a singlet and no resonance absorption will occur. The energy level

scheme is shown in Figure II.l.

If a tetrahedral field is used the orbital triplet is split into three orbital

singlets when a rhombohedral field is superimposed. The spin pentuplet will also

split into five singlets and paramagnetic resonance may be observed between these

levels if the frequency used matches the splitting. Again because it is an even

electon system, there are net necessarily any degenerate levels.

18
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C. SPIN HAMILTONIAN.

The spin Hamiltonian used to describe the octahedral case ground orbital

singlet is:

H - S... D 2 - 1/3 S (S + 1)_

+ a/6 + S + Sz  _

with S - 2. The 5 x 5 matrix maybe solved for D>>gPH with the eigen values

E- - -D - 2/58 + 0 cos G

4 - -21) - 3/' (111.2)
E3 a -D - 2/

e - G Cos 9

E4 - 2D + a/l0 + (a
2/4 + 4 G2 cos 2  )l/2

E5 - 2D + a/IO - (a2/A + 4 W 2cos2 &)1/2

where e is the angle between the magnetic field and the tetragonal symmetry ayis.

The eigen values are plotted in Figure 111.2 for positive and negative ratios of

D/a for zero magnetic field and in Figure 111.3 for cos e - 1 as a function of

magnetic field for D/a - 0.9.

D. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.

Cadmium sulfide crystallizes in the Wurtzite lattice. Each cadmium is sur.-

rounded by four sulfides arranged at the corner of a tetrahedron with the cadmium

in the center. Thus if the Cr+ 2 were substitutional, the energy level diagram

would correspond to the tetrahedral case discussed above. However, the wurtzite

lattice is an "open" lattice with large interstitial positions with a radius of

about 1.4 A assuming covalent radii. Thus there is plenty of roan for an intersti-

tial ion. In this case each site is surrounded by six sulfide ions arranged in the

form of an octahedron. There are two inequivalent sites in each lattice. The ayis

of the octahedron is inclined to the C-axis of the crystal by 5W'. Thus the re-

sonance should show four-fold symmetry if the crystal is oriented such that one of

the octahedral cubic axes is the rotational axis; the other octahedral site will

20
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be cocked relative to this four-fold axis of symmetry.

E. RESULTS.

The electron paramagnetic resonance experiments were carried out at 3 cm.,

1 cm. and 8 m. wavelengths and at the boiling point of liquid helium. The angular

dependence at 1 cm. is shown in Figure I.4, which was obtained when the crystal

was oriented so that a four-fold symmetry resulted. The observed lines could be

fitted if it were assumed that the transitions correspond to

Thus , (hv) 2 - a 2 + 16 G2cos2 (9 (111.3)

Using this expression a - 4446 - 9 Mc/s. and g - 1.949.

The same lines were observed by Eatle ( 6 ) who was able to obtain an independent

of the orientation by doing the resonance at two different frequencies in the same

cavity. His values are g - 1.937 and a - h4506 - 6 Mc/s.

Measurements were also made at 8 mm. which showed lines at approximately twice

the expected field in addition to the expected lines. In addition during one run

at one centimeter wavelength, the crystal was cocked at an angle which allowed the

high field line to be observed. Unfortunately, the crystal could not be properly

oriented and the results are only indicative that information may be obtained from

more accurate measurements. However from the 1 cm. data the observed line may be fit

if it is assumed that it arises from AE - El - E3 - 2G cos 0. Using this expression

and Equation 111.3 we find that,

a2 (hZ)2 (2 4 H,2 (III. )

Ha

is the low field line and H2 is the corresponding high field line. The calculated

value of a is 453 2 t 4OO Mc/s. for six angles. The agreement is good but the large

error reflects the small intensity and difficulty in making good field measure-

ments. It is believed that the high field lines are the E2 - E3 transitions. Fur-

ther work needs to be done to substantiate these conclusions. In particular, in-

tensity and frequency measurements at 35 XKc/s must be made.
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F. DISCUSSIQI CF RSULTS.

The measurements presented above are compatable with the picture of the ion

in an octahedral interstitial site. In an octahedral field, the ground term of

Cr + 2 is t3g eg - 5Z which breaks up into 5A2 + 5. If we calculate within the

5 state, an isotropic g value of 2.0023 is obtained. To the next approximation

including mixing by spin-orbit interaction of the 5T2g term, it is found that

g.- - 2.0023 for 5Al

and gljl - 2.0023 - 2)1& for 5B

where A is the energy difference between the 5a and 5 T2 levels. The one electron

spin orbit coupling constant, ?, for d4 configurations equals 230 cm "1 for the

free ion.

Pappalardo and Dietz at the Bell Telephone Laboratories reported an optical

study on Cr in CdS. In general their spectral diagram indicates both interstitial

and substitutional sites for the Cr ions. For a substitutional ion, they ascribe

a peak at 5,300 cm- whereas there is also a peak at 10,000 cm- I  We believe this

peek at 10,000 cm-1 is the substitutional octahedral site because the value of A for

octahedral fields is approximately twice that for tetrahedral fields of the same

ion. Also A for H0 is approximately 13,900 cm " . Since the ligand field of sul-

fide ions must be less, the value of 10,000 wave numbers is not unreasonable. Using

this value the calculated values of g11 are 2.0023 forSA1 and 1.956 for 
5B1 . There-

fore this model predicts the 5 term in lowest which means that, since 5B] trans-
2 2

forms like x - y , the distortion is a squashing effect.

An estimate of the value of the D parameter may be also made. If the spin-

orbit interaction of the ground state with the 5Tand t4 3T, states are consid-

ered, the value of D is, 2
A 2

- 3/16
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where A is the spin orbit coupling constant and E is the energy difference be-

tween the ground state and the 3T1 level. In ter.s of Racah coefficents,

E - 6B + 5c - A where 6 is the cubic field splitting parameter. The value of

E is 12,100 cm" and the calculated value of D is -2.08 cm-

The paramagnetic resonance lines at 0.8 cm wavelength support the calculated

value of D, but more work needs to be carried out to accurately assign D.

The work of Estle is in disagreement with these conclusions. At low tempera-

tures he finds a superhyperfine interaction of the d electrons with cadmium nuclei

with the large interaction constant of six gauss. The pattern of lines obtained

indicated that not less than six cadmium nuclei are involved. He therefore inter-

prets the spectrum as resulting from a chromium (II) ion in a substitutional lattice

site with a Jahn-Teller distortion along directions bisecting the lines to nearest

neighbor sulfide ions.

The conflict between these two views needs to be resolved. It is planned to

perform accurate measurements at 8 mm wavelengths and accurately measure the value

of D. The value of D from Estle's model will be considerably lower because 8 is

larger.
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IV. ANGULAR MODULATION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS IN PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE EXPERIMENTS.

During the course of some experiments of the electron paramagnetic resonance

of Cr+2 in CdS single crystals with a lOO-Kc modulation system a number of inverted

curves were observed as well as normal derivatives. The lOO-kc modulation of the

magnetic field was provided by a small loop in a rectangular cavity such that the

direction of modulation was perpendicular to the H field. The dc magnetic field

was rotated about an axis while the cavity assembly was fixed in the laboratory.

Consequently, the modulation field was not necessarily parallel to the dc field and

schematically is represented in Figure IV.l.

Figure IV.l. A vector diagram of the various fields in a typical experimental ar-
rangement. Hdc is the external magnetic field, Hm is the modulation magnetic
field, Hrf is the microwave magnetic field and S is the symmetry axis of the crys-
tal exhibiting electron resonance.

Many Zeeman levels are angular dependent and we may represent the absorption of

microwave power as a function of H and 9, the angle between the magnetic field and

the symmetry axis,
A - pA(H, 9) (IV.l)

where p is the transition probability. The usual method of detection is to observe

the derivative of absorption with magnetic field.

AA - pj(aA/)H) 0 /H + (aA/Dq)H A (IV.2)

From Figure IV.1 we see that for H LZ Hdc

AG) - (Hm/Hdc)ain (IV.3)

H -2H cos+
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ivtwhere H - H* e Substituting(IV.3) into (IV.2) we obtain

6A Bp [cos # + (sin /Hdc)(a H/e )A (IV.4)

where B - Hm (OA/OH)e . For Cr + 2 in CdS, the ground state has an effective spin

of 2. The transitions are observed between (a) - 12> + 12> and Ib> - 1j2 -12>
2

and the transition probability is proportional to cos 2( . where oK. is the angle be-

tween Hrf and the symmetry axis. The magnetic field dependence of absorption is

given by LA = Bp [cos# + sin Tan 0J (IV.5)

where the right-hand side is a constant for a given microwave frequency wand zero

field splitting , . Substitution of (5) into (&) gives

_A - Bp [cos 0 + sin Tane] (IV.6)

It is easy to see that _A can change sign depending upon 0 and e . It is

also clear from (6) that angular modulation can separate angularly dependent reson-

ance lines from angularly independent lines if = 7/2, i.e., the modulation loop

is perpendicular to Hdc.

Two experiments were performed which generally agree with (IV.6). The cavity

was modified so that the crystals could be rotated in the plane of Hdc a minimum

for which o- 0 and 4 ranged from 0 to 7T/2. From (6) we have

A B cos

In this case since Hdc is along the symmetry axis, therefore o(- 7/2 -q and

p -- sin2 4 so that the intensity is proportional to sin2 0 cos .

The results are plotted in Figure IV.2 which shows general agreement within

the experimental error.

The second experiment was to fix e and measure the ratio of intensities

when Hrf was parallel and perpendicular to H dc The calculated ratio is

P11 . cos 2e
p-ann 0- .TanO- 2 fore- 24"

The measured ratio was 2.1.
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V. CA34IUM OXIDE PREPARATION.

A. INTRODUCTION.

Recently, it has been desirable to find a host lattice for electron para-

magnetic resonance measurements which would have a convenient type of nearest

neighbor nucleus showing superior hyperfine interaction with impurity atom elec-

trons. One of the possibilities was cadmium oxide which crystallizes in a face

centered cubic lattice of the NaCI type. In addition 25% of the natural abundance

of cadmium ore isotopes with a nuclear spin of 1/2 and approximately identical nuc-

lear moments. Cadmium oxide is seemingly an ideal host lattice for these measure-

ments and a program with Mr. Donald Locker of the Aeronautical Research Laboratory

was carried out to grow these crystals.

B. DESCRIPTION OF METHOD.

The method used was to weigh out approximately twenty grams of cadmium metal

into a stainless steel tube which was then crimped at both ends. The tube was

placed in an alumina furnace tube and heated to 950% for a few hours. At this

temperature, the vapor pressure of cadmium metal is several atmospheres and tends

to release this pressure by leaking through the crimping. The small stream reacts

with air and forms CdO single crystals near the crimped ends. Variations of teirpera-

ture and atmosphere seems to have little effect on the crystal formation although

950*C seems to be an optimum temperature.

The necessity of stainless steel is not fully understood since the same treat-

ment with zinc metal produces extensive corrosion of the tube. It is clear that

materials such as quartz and "Vycor" are not suitable since CdO is a basic oy: e

which reacts to form a silicate.

C. ANALYSIS.

A rotating crystal X-ray analysis was performed on the crystals formed fromr

ieveral runs. The measured lattice spacing agrees with the accepted
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value of 4.69 A to within the experimental error.

Samples of crystals were dissolved in HC1 and polarographic analyses were

made for cadmium. The polarograph was standardized against known quantities of

CdCla solutions. The results indicated that the cadmium content was stoichometric

within 0.5% for CdO.

D. OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS.

A thin platelet was found which was used for optical measurements of the ab-

sorption spectrum. A Cary Model 14 spectrograph was used. The crystal exhibited

a window at 1.4 e.v. This value is to be co.,-red with that measured on films of

2.3 e.v.

E. RESONANCE RESULTS.

Measurements of the conductivity of these crystals show them to be n-type

and have a resistivity of 1 ohm - cm. Unfortunately this high conductivity re-

duces the Q of a microwave cavity with the result that electron paramagnetic reson-

ance measurements can not be carried out successfully.

It appears that the high conductivity of the material is due to excess Cd metal

which if removed will make the crystals suitable for resonance measurements.
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VI. COPPER (II) AND SILVER (II) IN ALKALI FLUORIDES.

A. INTRODUCTION.

There has long been interest in the electron paramagnetic resonance of d9

configuration ions in alkali fluorides. The difficulty has been that upon heating

copper (II) or silver (II) a reduction occurs to the +1 state which is diamagnetic.

It was felt however if a diffusion technique was used in a fluorine atmos-

phere and alkali fluorides were used as the crystalline host, that success might be

obtained.

B. COPPER (II).

Copper was successfully diffused into LiF by starting with copper metal between

two plates of LiF. The temperature was kept at just below the melting point of

LiF for several hours in a pressure of 2-3 atmosphere of F2.

The resonance was observed at 3 cm. wavelength and at liquid nitrogen tempera-

ture. The spectrum can be interpreted as arising from a tetragonal distortion of

the lattice around the copper ion.

The distortion occurs along the three principal cubic axes so that there are

three possible Cu+ 2 sites. The resulting ground state doublet may be expressed by
2 22 2 2

g g coo2a + g2 sin2 0 . It is found that g, a 2.079, g11 - 2.467. No
11

hyperfine interaction was observed.

c. s.vR (nI).

Diffusion of Ag(II) into NaF was accomplished in the same manner as described

for copper. The electron paramagnetic resonance of silver (II) in NaF is much

more cmplicated than that for copper. There appear to be several distortion axes

among which are the principal axes and the three fold body diagonal axes. More work

needs to be done an these materials before meaningful data results.

D. HYPItFINE INTERACTION.

Neither A(II) nor Cu(II) prepared as outlined give hyperfine interaction

spectra. In contrast, the spectra of Ag+2 prepared by irradiation of Ag(I) in
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KC1 show hyperfine interaction. The reason for this may possibly be due to a

mechanism involved by Stevens which involves admixture of p orbitals to the d or-

bitals when there is a nearest neighbor lattice vacancy into which the d electrons

may move. This has the effect of cancelling the electron density of the d electron

at the silver nucleus and reducing the hyperfine interaction. Double resonance

experiments should be able to distinguish whether or not the effect is real.
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